
The Priory Church of England Primary School

Curriculum Map: Year 5

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2

Theme Title The Workshop of the
World

Fantastic Forests Magnificent
Materials

Home Sweet Home Scenes from the
Priory Past

Remarkable
Journeys

History /
Geography

British History: Propaganda
1000s AD - Today

EQ: Can we rely on historical sources?

1: How was information presented
differently in WWII? Chronology
Evidence
2: How was information presented
differently in Victorian Britain?
Chronology Power Evidence
3: How was information presented
differently in Tudor Britain? Chronology
Power Evidence
4: Can we rely on historical sources?
Evidence

Location and Place: North and South
America

EQ: How similar or different are the
Amazon Rainforest, Tongass Forest and
the New Forest?

1: Where is North America and South
America? What continents and oceans
surround them? How would you get
there from the UK (compass directions)?
Location
2: What environmental regions would
you find in North America and South
America? Location
3: What countries and major cities would
you find in North America and South
America? Location
4: What are the physical similarities and
differences between the Amazon
Rainforest, Tongass Forest and the New
Forest? How could we show those on a
sketch map? Place
5: What are the human similarities and
differences between the Amazon
Rainforest, Tongass Forest and the New
Forest? How can we show those on a
sketch map? Place
6: How similar or different are the
Amazon Rainforest, Tongass Forest and
the New Forest? Place Enquiry
7: How can we care for forest
environments? Responsibility

North America, South America,
environmental region, continent, country,
longitude, latitude, compass (North,
North-East, East, South-East, South,

British History: Vikings
800s AD - 1000s AD

EQ: Did the Vikings deserve their vicious
reputation?

1: Where and when was the Viking
civilisation significant? Connection
Chronology
2: Did the Vikings come to Britain for the
same reason as the Romans and the
Anglo-Saxons? Connection
3: What evidence is there that the
Vikings were vicious raiders? Why might
the Anglo-Saxons present the Vikings as
vicious? Significance Evidence
4: What evidence is there that the
Vikings had a positive impact on Britain?
Significance Evidence
5: How did power change over time
between the Anglo-Saxons and Vikings?
Power Chronology
6: Who was more great: Alfred the Great
or Alexander the Great? Significance
7: Did the Vikings deserve their vicious
reputation? Significance Evidence

2022/2023 Roman Britain
2023/2024 Roman Britain

Location: The UK

EQ: Is everywhere in the UK the same?

1: What is the UK? Location
2: What counties would you find in the
UK? Location
3: What major cities would you find in
the UK? How would you get from one to
another (compass points)? Location
Enquiry
4: Where do people live in the UK and
how has this changed over time?
Location
5: What geographical regions would you
find in the UK and what are their physical
and human characteristics? Location
6: How have the characteristics of
regions in the UK changed over time?
Location
7: Is everywhere in the UK the same?
Location Enquiry

country, county, coast, compass (North,
North-East, East, South-East, South,
South-West, West, North-West), region

Local History: Christchurch
1000s AD - Today

EQ: What has Christchurch Priory seen in
its history?

1: What evidence is there in Christchurch
of a significant history? Evidence
2: When was Christchurch Priory built
and what was life like at that time?
Chronology
3: What made Christchurch a growing
place of settlement? Connection Evidence
4: When was the castle in Christchurch
built, why was it significant and why is it
now a ruin? Chronology Connection
Evidence
5: How did smuggling change
Christchurch in the 18th and 19th
centuries? Chronology Significance
Evidence
6: How did the arrival of the railway
change Christchurch? Chronology
Connection Evidence
7: What was life like in Christchurch
during WWII? Chronology Connection
Evidence
8: What has Christchurch Priory seen in
its history? Chronology

Physical Geography: Rivers

EQ: What would we see on a journey
along the River Stour?

1: What physical features would you find
along a river’s course? Processes
2: What rivers are there in the local area?
Processes
3: How can maps, grid references and
map symbols identify features of physical
geography? Processes Enquiry
4: How does a local river change over its
course? How can we present this
information using sketch maps and
graphs? Processes Enquiry
5: Can we collect data on how a river is
used? Enquiry
6: If rivers always run downhill, why
doesn’t the water run out (water cycle)?
Processes
7: What are the most significant rivers in
the UK? Processes Place
8: What are the most significant rivers in
the world? Processes Location
9: How can we care for river
environments? Responsibility

river, water cycle, six-figure grid
reference, symbol, key, sketch map, graph
condensation, evaporation, infiltration,
impermeable, precipitation, saturated,
surface run off, transpiration
bank, bed, channel, confluence, current,
delta, downstream, deposition, depth,
erosion, estuary, flood, flood plain, gorge,
landform, lower course, middle course,
upper course, meander, mouth, oxbow



South-West, West, North-West) lake, river basin, source, tributary, valley,
velocity, waterfall, width

Memorable
Moments

Model Victorian Town - Draw on
Christchurch/Oliver eg Church,
Workhouse, School, Place Mill
etc.
Testing Parachutes/Boats
(Science)

Forest Walk/Explore
Victorian Christmas (Preparation
of Class Poem & Carols, link to
Aut 1)

Invasion/wide game/link to tactics
and Roman/Viking invasion.
Wessex Archaeology/Upton
Park?

Make a brochure of a place to
visit in the UK.

Christchurch Trail - The Priory,
Place Mill,  Christchurch Castle,
Norman House. Making local
sketches.

Follow that River! Two visits to
the River at the harbour and at
Stanpit March, compare habitats
usage etc. Making Sketches. Link
to pilgrimage, why come to the
river?

Maths
Maths No Problem - 5A

● Numbers to 1 000 000

We will be looking at numbers and
their place value to 1 000 000. We
will learn to read and write numbers
to 100 000, quickly moving onto
numbers to 1 000 000. We will use
concrete materials to represent
numbers to 1 000 000, including
number discs and place-value charts.
We will learn to  compare numbers
to 1 000 000 using our knowledge of
place value. We will explore  number
patterns and learn to round numbers
to the nearest 10, 1000, 10 000 and
100 000.

● Whole Numbers: Addition &
Subtraction

We will be exploring addition and
subtraction of numbers to 1 000 000.
We will learn to use simple
strategies to add and subtract, such
as counting on and counting back.
We will then focus on adding within
1 000 000 and subtracting within 1
000 000. We will learn to use a
range of methods, such as the
column method and number bonds
to add and subtract numbers. We
will use concrete materials to
improve our visualisation and mental
skills.

-

Maths No Problem - 5A

● Whole Numbers: Multiplication
& Division

We will be learning to multiply and
divide 3- and 4-digit numbers by
single- and double-digit numbers.
We will be finding and defining
multiples, factors and common
factors. We will begin to work with
prime numbers and determine what
makes a number prime or composite.
We will then learn about square and
cube numbers before moving on to
multiplying and dividing by 10, 100
and 1000. We will be using a variety
of methods, including: number
bonds, column methods and the grid
method.

● Whole Numbers: Word
Problems

We will be challenging ourselves to
apply our learning of all four
operations to solve multiple step
word problems.  We will be using
the bar model and other visual
representations to help visualise
word problems.

● Graphs

We will be learning to read and
interpret information in tables and in
line graphs. We will be deepening
our understanding of time as we read
increasingly complex timetables.  We
will be comparing line graphs and
bar graphs.

Maths No Problem - 5A/5B

● Fractions

We will be learning to use more
diverse problems involving fractions,
including dividing and multiplying
fractions by whole numbers. We will
be supporting our learning with
concrete apparatus and diagrams to
help visualise fractions.  We will
learn to add and subtract fractions
with different denominators and
fractions represented with mixed
numbers and improper fractions. We
will begin to multiply fractions by
whole numbers and multiply mixed
numbers by whole numbers. We will
solve problems involving fractions
using the bar model.

● Decimals

We will be learning to read and write
decimals to thousandths, using
concrete apparatus to support our
learning.  We will order decimals
using our understanding of place
value.  We will explore the link
between hundredths and
thousandths written as fractions and
decimals. We will apply our
understanding of addition and
subtraction to add and subtract
decimals.

Maths No Problem - 5B

● Percentage

We will learn to link hundredths to
other equivalent fractions.  We will
then understand how other fractions
can be shown as ‘out of 100’ and
write this as both a decimal and
percentage.  We will then calculate
percentages.

● Geometry

We will be learning how to
measure angles in degrees using
a protractor.  We will explore the
angles that make 180° or straight
line and those that make a full
turn. We will practise drawing
lines and angles accurately and
use this to create accurate
drawings of 2D shapes.  We will
apply our understanding of
angles to solve problems
involving angles.  We will learn
what a polygon is be able to
name regular polygons

Maths No Problem - 5B

●       Position & Movement

We will be embedding our understanding
of writing coordinates of points.  We will
understand how to translate and reflect
shapes on a grid. We will be able to solve
problems involving translations and
reflections of shapes.

●       Measurements

We will embed our understanding of how
to convert between different units of
length, mass and time. We will learn to
use negative numbers when reading
scales, such as thermometers.  We will
solve problems involving measurements.

●       Area & Perimeter

We will embed our understanding of how
to calculate area and perimeter of shapes.
We will be learning how to use scale
diagrams to find the area and perimeter
of figures. We will understand how to
estimate area and when this might be
useful.

Maths No Problem - 5B

● Volume

We will be learning how to find the
volume of solid shapes.  We will
explore how we can find and
compare the capacity of cuboids.  We
will understand how to convert
between units of measurement for
volume, estimate volume and solve

● Roman Numerals

We will be learning to read and write
Roman numerals up to 1000 and
writing years in this way.



English

Writing

Oliver Twist
Genre

Fiction/non-fiction
Setting, character description, break

in story (Creating Plots) and a
newspaper report

The Highwayman
Genre

Narrative Poetry

Forests of the World
Genre

Non-Chronological Report

Looking After Forests
Genre

Non-Fiction
Persuasion Poster

Information
pages
Genre

Non-fiction
Newspaper

reports

The Wolves of
Willoughby

Chase:
Genre
Fiction

Narrative
Paragraphing

The Present
Genre
Fiction

Narrative focusing
on atmospheres,

changes in
personality,
dialogue. 

Ali Baba and the
Forty Thieves

Genre
Fiction

Narrative 
Dialogue

UK Brochure
Genre

Non Fiction (link
to topic/

memorable
moment)

Persuasion

Stop Thief
Genre

Recount
(journalist

writing)

The Hat
Genre
Fiction

Narrative
Cautionary /

environmental
tale

Genre
Non-fiction

RIvers
Earth

Files-Rivers and
Lakes

Explanation text
about how rivers

are formed

The Jabberwocky
Genre

Non-fiction
Non-chronologic

al report

English

Grammar &
Punctuation Core

Skills

● Expanding noun phrases by
adding modifying
adjectives/prepositions
(Characters and Settings)

● Nouns/pronouns for clarity &
avoiding repetition.

● Fronted adverbials followed
by commas.

● Difference between plural and
possessive -s

● Inverted commas for
speech/quotes and
punctuation between.
(Robbery Scene)

● Relative clauses/relative
pronouns.

● Modal Verbs to indicate
degrees of possibility, might,
will.

● Adverbs to indicate degrees of
possibility eg Perhaps.

● Punctuating with bullet points
consistently (Explanation text)

● Parenthesis using brackets,
commas and dashes.
(Narrative)

● Cohesion-Devices to build
cohesion within a paragraph
[for example, then, after that,
this, firstly] Link ideas across
paragraphs using adverbials
of time [for example, later],
place [for example, nearby]
and number [for example,
secondly] or tense choices
[for example, he had seen her
before]  (Narrative)

● Subjunctive Form (Ali-Baba)
● Tenses present/past perfect
● Tenses present/past

progressive.

● Using commas and hyphens to
avoid ambiguity

● Using expanded noun phrases
to convey complicated
information concisely.
(Journalistic Report)

● Using semicolons, colons and
dashes to mark boundaries
between independent clauses
(Narrative)

● Active/Passive Voice
(Explanation Text)

● Prefixes - Verb prefixes [for
example,dis–, de–,  mis–, over–
and re–]

● Suffixes - Converting nouns or
adjectives into verbs using
suffixes [for example, –ate;
–ise; –ify]

● Colons to introduce lists
(Non-Chron report)

English

Spelling Core
Skills

(No Nonsense
KS2 / Little

Wandle EYFS &
KS1)

1. Year 5/6 word list
2. ‘Ough’ string
3. Silent letters
4. Etymology
5. Ible/able
6. Homophones

1. Year 5/6 word list
2. Plurals s, es, ies
3. Apostrophe for

contraction
4. Use of hyphen
5. Proofreading
6. Dictionaries roots and

morphemes.

1. Year 5/6 word list
2. Revise apostrophe for

possession
3. Rare GPC’s
4. Ibly/ably
5. Homophones

1. Recap spellings
2. Proofreading
3. Year 5/6 word list
4. Generating words from

roots
5. Revise homophones
6. I sound spelt ei

1. Spelling strategies/Y56
words

2. Using etymological/
morphological strategies
for spelling

3. Proofreading
4. Homophones

1. Recap spellings
2. Spelling strategies
3. Proofreading
4. Problem suffixes
5. Year 5/6 word list
6. Homophones KS2

English

Core Reading &
Poetry Spine

Oliver - Dickens (Abridged Version)
Oliver Link to
characters/settings/story writing and
newspaper in writing reports/topic

The Highwayman (Poetry) The Wolves of Willoughby Chase –
Anne Fine  (paragraphing)
Look into My Eyes - Lauren Child

Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves -
Folk Tale (dialogue)

The Lion the Witch and the
Wardrobe - C.S. Lewis

The Jabberwocky - C.S. Lewis
(nonsense poetry)

English

Handwriting

1: Joining to / from the Letter ‘r’
2: Consistent Letter Height and Size
3: Developing Fluency
4: Correct Height of the Letter ‘t’
5: Forming and Joining the Letter ‘s’

6: Break Letters
7: Writing a Play Script
8: Printing
9: Forming Ascenders Correctly
10: Presentation

11: Presentation
12: Correct Formation of the Letter ‘k’
13: Forming the Letter ‘y’ Correctly
14: Speed and Fluency
15: Punctuation

16: Consistency in Letter Sizes
17: Speedwriting
18: Forming Small Letters Correctly
19: Forming and Joining the Letter ‘f’
20: Writing with a Slant

21: Printing
22: Speedwriting
23: Writing Decorated Capital Letters
24: Writing Letters

25: Paragraphs
26: Presentation
27: Revising Difficult Joins
28: Different Handwriting Styles



English

Whole Class
Reading (KS2)

Oliver - Dickens (Abridged Version) The Runaways - Ruth Thomas Look into My Eyes - Lauren Child The Demon Headmaster -Gillian
Cross

The Butterfly Lion - Michael
Morpurgo.

How to be a Hero - Cat Weldon

English

Let’s Think in
English

Voices in the park 1 - Anthony
Browne
Frames of Reference
Voices in the park 2
Narrative Sequencing
Bridge to Oliver Twist
Perceptive characters. How did we
decide what this character was like?

The Enemy - Davide Cali and Serge
Bloch
Frames of Reference

Rabbits - “The Terrible Things”, Eve
Bunting
Symbolic reasoning

Why? Nikolai Popov
Frames of Reference

How might our feelings about a real
event change depending on how we
write about it?

Feathers (coming of age) - Hands on
Deck
Symbolic Reasoning

At what point do they mature?

The Conquerors - David McKee
Intentions and consequences

Lulu - “What has happened to
Lulu?”, Charles Causley
Classification

Black hole
Intentions and consequences
Who is to blame for what happens to
Bes?

Bridging between Black hole and
Lulu blame

The Visitor - Ian Serraillier
Intentions and consequences
How could you build more serious
tension into the Visitor? Make this
more like the highwayman.

Staircase - Langston Hughes
Symbolic reasoning
What would be the best symbol of
life for the protagonist for Kick?
Extended metaphor (life ain't like no
world cup final)

Last stop on Market street -  Matt de
la Pena and Chrstian Robinson
Symbolic Reasoning (changes
negative into positive metaphors) Is it
okay that Grandma is lying?

How to make the best out of a life of
difficulty? Do symbols or metaphors
help us to think about the best out of
our situation?

Creatures - A small dragon”, Brian
Patten
“A boat”, Richard Brautigan
Narrative sequencing
How the ends of the poems change
the perspective on the creature.

The long walk -George Layton
Narrative Sequencing
Does this have a beginning, middle
and end? The journey only makes
sense as you get to the end.

The Maker -
Narrative sequencing
What is the structure of Beowolf?
Does that have any cycles in it in
comparison to the Jabberwocky

Science Physics: Forces

● explain that unsupported objects

fall towards the Earth because of

the force of gravity acting

between the Earth and the falling

object

● identify the effects of air

resistance, water resistance and

friction, that act between moving

surfaces

● recognise that some mechanisms

including levers, pulleys and gears

allow a smaller force to have a

greater effect

Force, newtons, gravity,friction, air
resistance, upthrust, balanced
unbalanced, gear, lever, pulley
planet, contact, non-contact, drag
thrust, lift, opposite, weight, mass
acceleration, deceleration

Physics: Earth and Space

● describe the movement of the

Earth and other planets relative to

the sun in the solar system

● describe the movement of the

moon relative to the Earth

● describe the sun, Earth and moon

as approximately spherical bodies

● use the idea of the Earth’s rotation

to explain day and night and the

apparent movement of the sun

across the sky

gravity, star, planet, hemisphere
attract, attraction, weight, moon
orbit, revolve, rotation, axis
equator, season, winter, autumn
mass, solar system, geocentric
heliocentric, sphere, ellipse
phases, shadow, temperature
distance

Chemistry: Properties and changes of
materials

● compare and group together

everyday materials on the basis of

their properties, including their

hardness, solubility, transparency,

conductivity (electrical and

thermal), and response to

magnets

● know that some materials will

dissolve in liquid to form a

solution, and describe how to

recover a substance from a

solution

● use knowledge of solids, liquids

and gases to decide how mixtures

might be separated, including

through filtering, sieving and

evaporating

● give reasons, based on evidence

from comparative and fair tests,

for the particular uses of everyday

Biology: Living things and their
habitats

● describe the differences in the life
cycles of a mammal, an
amphibian, an insect and a bird

● describe the life process of
reproduction in some plants and
animals

Bird, fish, amphibian, reptile,  birth
mammal, invertebrate, carnivore
herbivore, omnivore, life cycle, prey
reproduction, movement, growth
respiration, sensitivity, nutrition
gestation, fertilisation, germination
pollination, seed dispersal,  predator,

Biology: Animals including humans
Close links to PSHE

● describe the changes as humans

develop to old age

● Understand that all living things

have life cycles

Puberty, life cycle,  gestation
womb, growth, baby, asexual
reproduction, reproduce, sperm
sexual reproduction, egg, fetus
birth, fertilisation



materials, including metals, wood

and plastic

● demonstrate that dissolving,

mixing and changes of state are

reversible changes

● explain that some changes result

in the formation of new materials,

and that this kind of change is not

usually reversible, including

changes associated

Property, transparent, opaque,

soluble, insoluble, solute, solution,

solvent       conduct, insulate,

thermal, magnetic, filter, filtrate,

evaporate, gas, solid       liquid,

distillation, chromatography, state,

burning, oxygen, particles



Computing
Sharing Information

Identifying and exploring how
information is shared between digital
systems.

To design, write and debug
programs that accomplish specific
goals, including controlling or
simulating physical systems; solve
problems by decomposing them into
smaller parts

To use sequence, selection, and
repetition in programs; work with
variables and various forms of input
and output.

To understand computer networks,
including the internet; how they can
provide multiple services, such as the
World Wide Web, and the
opportunities they offer for
communication and collaboration.

To select, use and combine a variety
of software (including internet
services) on a range of digital devices
to design and create a range of
programs, systems and content that
accomplish given goals, including
collecting, analysing, evaluating and
presenting data and information.

To use technology safely,
respectfully and responsibly;
recognise acceptable/unacceptable
behaviour; identify a range of ways to
report concerns about content and
contact.

system, IP address, protocol

Online Safety Focus:
Be Internet Brave

Video Editing

Planning, capturing, and editing
video to produce a short film.

To use search technologies
effectively, appreciate how results
are selected and ranked, and be
discerning in evaluating digital
content.

To select, use and combine a variety
of software (including internet
services) on a range of digital devices
to design and create a range of
programs, systems and content that
accomplish given goals, including
collecting, analysing, evaluating and
presenting data and information.

To use technology safely,
respectfully and responsibly;
recognise acceptable/unacceptable
behaviour; identify a range of ways to
report concerns about content and
contact.

video, capture

Online Safety Focus:
Be Internet Sharp

Selection in Physical Computing

Exploring conditions and selection
using a programmable
microcontroller.

To design, write and debug programs
that accomplish specific goals,
including controlling or simulating
physical systems; solve problems by
decomposing them into smaller
parts.

To use sequence, selection, and
repetition in programs; work with
variables and various forms of input
and output.

To use logical reasoning to explain
how some simple algorithms work
and to detect and correct errors in
algorithms and programs.

To select, use and combine a variety
of software (including internet
services) on a range of digital devices
to design and create a range of
programs, systems and content that
accomplish given goals, including
collecting, analysing, evaluating and
presenting data and information.

selection, condition, if... then...,
microcontroller

Online Safety Focus:
Be Internet Alert

Flat-File Databases

Using a database to order data and
create charts to answer questions.

To use search technologies
effectively, appreciate how results
are selected and ranked, and be
discerning in evaluating digital
content.

To select, use and combine a variety
of software (including internet
services) on a range of digital devices
to design and create a range of
programs, systems and content that
accomplish given goals, including
collecting, analysing, evaluating and
presenting data and information.

database, records, fields, group, sort,
chart

Online Safety Focus:
Be Internet Secure

Vector Drawing

Creating images in a drawing
program by using layers and groups
of objects.

To select, use and combine a variety
of software (including internet
services) on a range of digital devices
to design and create a range of
programs, systems and content that
accomplish given goals, including
collecting, analysing, evaluating and
presenting data and information.

manipulate, object, group, duplicate,
resize, rotate, layers

Online Safety Focus:
Be Internet Kind

Selection in Quizzes

Exploring selection in programming
to design and code an interactive
quiz.

To design, write and debug programs
that accomplish specific goals,
including controlling or simulating
physical systems; solve problems by
decomposing them into smaller
parts.

To use sequence, selection, and
repetition in programs; work with
variables and various forms of input
and output.

To use logical reasoning to explain
how some simple algorithms work
and to detect and correct errors in
algorithms and programs.

To select, use and combine a variety
of software (including internet
services) on a range of digital devices
to design and create a range of
programs, systems and content that
accomplish given goals, including
collecting, analysing, evaluating and
presenting data and information.

Online Safety Focus:
Be Internet Healthy



Art & Design /
Design &

Technology

Structures: Frame Structures

Design, make and evaluate a model
of a building (product) for the class
(user) for building a model village
(purpose).

1: What products already exist? How
have significant architects helped
shape the world? Evaluate
2: What is our design criteria? How
can our product be purposeful,
functional and appealing? How can
we use cross-sectional diagrams and
prototypes to show our design?
Design
3: What materials and tools will I use
to make the product and why? What
technical skills will I use to make the
product? Design Make Evaluate
4: How effectively does my product
meet its purpose? Evaluate

Painting: Impressionist Landscapes

Colour Shape

1: Take Inspiration: Vincent Van
Gogh, other impressionist landscape
artists (Berthe Morisot, Georges
Seurat, JMW Turner, Cezanne - black
line to create form)
2: Try Out New Ideas: using shapes
and colours to convey a moment /
emotion - warm and cool colours
3: Create a Piece of Art

Sculpture: Modern Sculpture

Pattern Texture Form

1: Take Inspiration: objects in the
world around them, Duchamp (what
is art?), El Anatsui, Ai Weiwei
2: Try Out New Ideas: using wire
frames to create form and overlaying
it to create texture and pattern
3: Create a Piece of Art

Electrical Systems: Monitoring and
Control

Design, make and evaluate a
fairground ride (product) for an
interactive display (user) for
entertainment (purpose).
link to Computing

1: What products already exist? How
has the invention and development
of lights helped shape the world?
Evaluate
2: What is our design criteria? How
can our product be purposeful,
functional and appealing? How can
we use annotated sketches to show
our design? Design
3: What materials and tools will I use
to make the product and why? What
technical skills will I use to make the
product? Design Make Evaluate
4: How effectively does my product
meet its purpose? Evaluate

Drawing: Local Sketches

Pattern Texture Line Form Space

1: Take Inspiration: local environment,
Alan Haydn (local painter), Diane
Wright
2: Try Out New Ideas: creating
texture and colour effects using line,
exploring shape in creating
landscapes, using a single focal
point, use of different materials
(pencil, pen, etc.) to draw
3: Create a Piece of Art

Food: Celebrating Culture and
Seasonality

Design, make and evaluate a pizza
(product) for themselves (user) for a
pizza buffet (purpose).

1: What products already exist?
Evaluate
2: What is our design criteria? How
can our product be purposeful,
functional and appealing? How can
we use exploded diagrams to show
our design? Design
3: What materials and tools will I
use to make the product and why?
What technical skills will I use to
make the product? Design Make
Evaluate
4: How effectively does my product
meet its purpose? Evaluate

Music Livin’ On A Prayer by Bon Jovi
and other Classic Rock songs.
Children will:
●Listen and Appraise
●Take part in warm up games
●Learn new songs and perform
●Play instrumental parts

Classroom Jazz - Three Note
Bossa and The Five Note Swing
Children will:
●Listen and Appraise
●Learn about the interrelated
dimensions of music through
playing instruments and
improvising
●Performance

Make you Feel My Love by Bob
Dylan (A pop ballad sung by
Adele) and other pop ballads.
Children will:
●Listen and Appraise
●Take part in warm up games
●Pulse, rhythm, pitch etc.
●Sing
●Play instruments
●Improvise and compose

The Fresh Prince of Bel Air (Old
School Hip Hop by Will Smith)
Children will:
●Listen and Appraise
●Take part in warm up games
●have an integrated approach to
music where games, the
interrelated dimensions of music
(pulse, rhythm, pitch etc), singing
and playing instruments are all
linked

Dancing In The Street by
Martha and the Vandellas
Children will:
●Listen and Appraise
●Take part in warm up games
●have an integrated approach
where the games, the dimensions
of music, singing and playing
instruments are all linked.

Reflect, Rewind and Replay
Children will:
●Consolidate the learning that
has occurred during the year,
focused around revisiting songs
and musical activities, a context
for the History of Music and the
beginnings of The Language of
Music
●Listen and Appraise classical
music
●Sing
●Play instruments with a song
●Improvise using voices and
instruments
●Compose and perform to peers

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e0yM5gAE4Ygvw1E6tOEe6cFZ3Ahk_lWa/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GXPFWPIW0DvG6dtoyewEMuBjuT4z2K9v/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GXPFWPIW0DvG6dtoyewEMuBjuT4z2K9v/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1S6Z-kV4ZdX1MYNbof9vvdqVFUcW9ZQww/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1S6Z-kV4ZdX1MYNbof9vvdqVFUcW9ZQww/view?usp=sharing


R.E. Community
How do people show they are part of
a community?

Muslim traditions

A: community, belonging
B:
C: Allah (M), jihad (M), Islam (M),
umma (M), pillars of Islam (M)

Salvation
Do we need a saviour?

Christian traditions

A:
B: salvation
C: Messiah (C), grace (C), incarnation
(C), redemption (C)

UC: Incarnation: Was Jesus the
Messiah?

Temptation
How do people show love through
their response to temptation?

Christian traditions
Muslim traditions

A: love, temptation
B:
C: Allah (M), Ramadan (M), Lent (C)

Creation (3)
Creation and science: conflicting or
complementary?

Christian traditions
Jewish traditions
Sikhi faith traditions
Hindu traditions
Muslim traditions
Humanist approaches to life

A: creation, interpretation
B: God
C: atheism / agnosticism (Hu),
evolution (Hu)

UC: Creation (4) / Fall: Creation and
science: conflicting or
complementary?

God (3)
What does it mean to Christians for
God to be holy and loving?

Christian traditions

A: love, devotion
B: God, holy
C: redemption (C), repentance (C),
reconciliation (C), sin (C)

UC: God (3): What does it mean if
God is holy and loving?

church visit

Special Journeys
+
What journeys are special for
people?

Christian traditions
Jewish traditions
Sikhi faith traditions
Hindu traditions
Buddhist traditions
Muslim traditions

A: special
B: holy, pilgrimage, sacred, samsara
C: Hajj (M), Bodhgaya (B), Varanasi
(H), Western Wall (J), Holy Land (C)

P.E. Invasion games: Netball
Gym: Counter Balance and
Counter Tension

Invasion: Football
Health related Exercise

Invasion: Tag Rugby
Dance: The Circus

Invasion: Hockey
OAA: Communication

Striking and Fielding: Rounders
Net and wall: Tennis

Striking and Fielding: Cricket
Athletics

French ●Greetings
Bonjour/ salut/ au revoir Comment ça va?  Ça va bien/ ça va mal, ça va
comme-ci comme-èa
●Introducing yourself
Say what you’re called and ask others what they’re called.
●Comment tu t’appelles?
Je m’appelle...
●Phonics vowels
AEIOU (Y) sounds
●Recognise + imitate sounds of French vowels
●Family members
(close family members)  mon père/mon frère /ma mère/ ma soeur
●Christmas lesson
Noel

●Numbers 0-12
un, deux, trois, quatre, cinq, six, sept, huit, neuf, dix, onze, douze
●Phonics consonants + French Alphabet
CH/K/S/T/J/G/Z, Learn French consonants + imitate sounds
●Age
Learn how to say your age and ask others, Quel âge as-tu?/ J’ai …
●Days of the week
lundi, mardi, mercredi, jeudi, vendredi, samedi, dimanche
●Numbers 13-20
treize, quatorze, quinze, seize, dix-sept, diz-huit, dix-neuf, vingt
●Colours
bleu/blanc/rouge/marron/noir/violet/orange/jaune/rose/vert/gris
●Class instructions
regardez/écoutez/écrivez/répétez/prenez vos stylos/Silence/
asseyez-vous/levez-vous/levez la main

●French Pancake Day
“La Chandeleur”.  To know about Pancake Day in France and to compare
it with the one in England and the rest of the world.
●Numbers 20-31
●Months of the year
les 12 mois de l’année
●French mother’s Day
“La fete des meres”
All about mother’s day in France, England,world
●Easter
Paques
All about Easter in France, England, etc …
●Pets
Les animaux domestiques
L’oiseau/ le lapin/ le poisson/le chien/le hamster/le serpent / Le
cochon-d’inde/la tortue/la souris/le chat
●Body parts
Mon corps
La tete/les epaules/les genoux/les pieds/les yeux/les oreilles/la bouche/le
nez

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hvwhxb1DQ4K5AWmUzHYNZffq1UJdc7UsYTQRjMruoa4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hvwhxb1DQ4K5AWmUzHYNZffq1UJdc7UsYTQRjMruoa4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1VRaCzU79ApAF7U7-eIIM2NAHv-bHs8ZYPfmYHJeg0Zc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1IW8w75KyJpNnoBG9qn9jSuHTLjq6SP0I9R_okLhNHVE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1IW8w75KyJpNnoBG9qn9jSuHTLjq6SP0I9R_okLhNHVE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KM8yKsd7yD9fgyZMyhxsIHy7TphIpHXcO4JkNTAx1FM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KM8yKsd7yD9fgyZMyhxsIHy7TphIpHXcO4JkNTAx1FM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Q8mDY2l-2Zl62ZymsIsZ8WDt33vFBO6ntd2m7OXdIM0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Q8mDY2l-2Zl62ZymsIsZ8WDt33vFBO6ntd2m7OXdIM0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UM2LxjvI7hMAvDZeWG5ydzE6RDOJFvU_nh8laJwAqoE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UM2LxjvI7hMAvDZeWG5ydzE6RDOJFvU_nh8laJwAqoE/edit?usp=sharing


P.S.H.E. Being In My World
Identifying goals for the year
Global citizenship
Children’s universal rights
Feeling welcome and valued
Choices, consequences and
rewards
Group dynamics
Democracy, having a voice
Anti-social behaviour
Role-modelling

Celebrating Difference
Perceptions of normality
Understanding disability
Power struggles
Understanding bullying
Inclusion/exclusion
Differences as conflict,
difference as celebration
Empathy

Dreams and Goals
Personal learning goals, in and
out of school
Success criteria
Emotions in success
Making a difference in the world
Motivation
Recognising achievements
Compliments

Healthy Me
Taking personal responsibility
How substances affect the body
Exploitation, including ‘county
lines’ and gang culture
Emotional and mental health
Managing stress

Relationships
Mental health
Identifying mental health worries and
sources of support
Love and loss
Managing feelings
Power and control
Assertiveness
Technology safety
Take responsibility with technology
use

Changing Me
Self-image
Body image
Puberty and feelings
Conception to birth
Reflections about change
Physical attraction
Respect and consent
Boyfriends/girlfriends
Sexting
Transition

Wellbeing &
Heartsmart

Get Heartsmart
●guard your heart
●worms

A3 B1 B5

Too Much Selfie Isn’t Healthy
●better to give or receive
●points of view

A1 B4 B7

Don’t Forget to Let the Love In
●heart to heart
●trash or treasure?

A1 B2 B3

Don’t Rub It In, Rub It Out!
/Don’t Hold On To What’s
Wrong
●post it poster
●it’s not permanent
A3 B3 B5

Fake Is A Mistake
●handy
●build on truth
A3 B1 B5

No Way Through Isn’t True
●mission possible
●the hobbit
A3 B1 C6


